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Swiss farmers dump dead sheep in protest against rising wolf numbers



04/06/2024 - 12:54



Farmers lay carcasses in front of government building in Lausanne to press for resumption of wolf cull
Farmers in Switzerland dumped the carcasses of sheep that were killed by wolves in front of a regional government building on Saturday as part of a protest to demand more action against the predators.
About a dozen breeders came from the Saint-Barthélemy area in the western Swiss canton of Vaud to lay 12 carcasses in front of Lausanne’s Chateau Saint-Maire, the regional government headquarters, AFP reported.
Continue reading...
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‘We’re all cheering for her’: clock is ticking for Canada’s stranded orca orphan



04/06/2024 - 11:00



The fate of the calf trapped in a British Columbia lagoon has gripped the public. Can Brave Little Hunter be reunited with her pod?
In the early 1960s, Canada’s fisheries ministry installed a .50-calibre machine gun on an island in British Columbia. The weapon, typically used against armoured vehicles and low-flying aircraft, was mounted with the sole purpose of killing orcas. The high-powered gun was never used, but the message was clear: the whales, derisively called “blackfish”, were the enemy.
Now, six decades later and less than 100 miles away from where the gun was mounted, that same ministry has joined residents of a remote community in a frantic attempt to rescue a stranded orca calf.
Continue reading...
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Greta Thunberg detained at The Hague climate demonstration



04/06/2024 - 09:20



Climate activist detained after Extinction Rebellion protesters tried to block road near Dutch parliament
Greta Thunberg was detained by police at a demonstration in The Hague, in the Netherlands.
The climate activist was put in a bus by local police along with other protesters who tried to block a major highway into the city on Saturday.
Continue reading...
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Elmer and the climate crisis: lost story by David McKee set to be published



04/06/2024 - 09:00



The late illustrator’s elephant hero is to star in a new ecological fable after the discovery of a rough manuscript and drawings
From the depths of his extraordinarily vibrant imagination, he famously conjured up Mr Benn, Not Now, Bernard, King Rollo and Elmer the patchwork elephant.
Now a manuscript and rough sketches for a new illustrated story about Elmer has been in the archive of the late British children’s author and illustrator David McKee. It will be published next year by his family.
Continue reading...
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Killing owls to save owls: the US wildlife plan that sparked an ‘ethical dilemma’



04/06/2024 - 08:00



A government proposal to cull half a million owls, in order to save a related species, has raised complicated questions
It sounds like a set-up for an ecological horror film – to save one species of owl, US wildlife officials want to shoot down half a million of its cousins.
The federal government’s latest proposal to save the endangered spotted owls has raised complicated questions about the ethics of killing one species to save another, and the role of humans to intervene in the cascading ecological conundrums that they have caused.
Continue reading...
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Pollution burdens nearly half of New York and communities of color most harmed – report



04/05/2024 - 19:02



Publication by mayor’s office of environmental justice is first comprehensive survey of environmental inequalities
Nearly half of all New Yorkers live in areas with “disproportionate” burdens from pollution, a city report has found. Most affected are communities of color, which are also more vulnerable to impacts from climate change, according to a citywide assessment released on Friday.
“We’ve had the orange sky last year, we’re going to have more recurrent extreme weather events that are going to impact the most vulnerable in our communities,” said Elizabeth Yeampierre, executive director of UpRose, an environmental justice group based in Brooklyn.
Continue reading...
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Four in five bird species cannot tolerate intense human pressures



04/05/2024 - 12:04



In a recent study, researchers found that 78% of the world's bird species do not thrive in the most modified human-dominated environments. These species are also most likely to have declining populations.
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New York is suing the world’s biggest meat company. It might be a tipping point for greenwashing



04/05/2024 - 09:00



Letitia James’s lawsuit accuses JBS of deceiving customers about being climate-friendly – and the implications could be far-reaching
When the office of the New York attorney general, Letitia James, announced that it would be suing the world’s largest meat company, JBS, for misleading customers about its climate commitments, it caused a stir far beyond the world of food. That’s because the suit’s impact has the potential to influence the approach all kinds of big businesses take in their advertising about sustainability, according to experts.
It’s just one in a string of greenwashing lawsuits being brought against large airline, automobile and fashion companies of late. “It’s been 20 years of companies lying about their environmental and climate justice impacts. And it feels like all of a sudden, from Europe to the US, the crackdown is beginning to happen,” said Todd Paglia, executive director of environmental non-profit Stand.earth. “I think greenwash[ing] is actually one of the pivotal issues in the next five years.”
Continue reading...
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Thousands of young salmon survive Oregon truck crash by dropping into nearby creek



04/05/2024 - 08:00



‘Fish taxi’ tanker crashed after driver lost control on sharp turn, leading to deaths of 26,000 smolts, but remaining fish survived
A creek in Oregon was inadvertently restocked with tens of thousands of young salmon when a tanker carrying the fish overturned and spilled its cargo.
State officials said more than 75% of the 102,000 Chinook salmon smolts that the tanker was transporting from a hatchery to the Imnaha river made it into Lookingglass Creek following the accident last Friday.
Continue reading...
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MPs accuse Charity Commission of legal breach over climate sceptic thinktank



04/05/2024 - 08:00



Regulator faces accusation of acting unlawfully in its investigation of Global Warming Policy Foundation
The Charity Commission is facing a legal challenge by MPs over its failure to investigate campaigning by a thinktank that questions climate science.
Liberal Democrat MP Layla Moran, Labour’s Clive Lewis and Green MP Caroline Lucas, supported by the Good Law Project, have sent a legal letter to the regulator over an unresolved complaint they made in October 2022.
Continue reading...
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